The study of fixpoints has long been at the heart of logic programming. However, whereas least fixpoint semantics works well for SLD-refutations (i.e. is sound and complete), there is no satisfactory (i.e. complete) fixpoint semantics for infinite derivations. In this paper, we focus on this problem. Standard approaches in this area consist in concentrating on infinite derivations that can be seen as computing, in the limit, some infinite object. This is usually done by extending the domain of computation with infinite elements and then defining the meaning of programs in terms of greatest fixpoints. The main drawback of these approaches is that the semantics defined is not complete. Hence, since defining a greatest fixpoint semantics for logic programs amounts to consider a program as a set of co-inductive definitions, we focus on this identification at a deeper level by considering infinite derivations as proofterms in a co-inductive set. This reading leads into considering derivations as proofs rather than computations and allows one to show that for the subclass of infinite derivations over the domain of finite terms, a complete greatest fixpoint semantics can be obtained. Our main result is that the greatest fixpoint of the one-step-inference operator for the -semantics corresponds to atoms that have a non-failing fair derivation with the additional property that complete information over a variable is obtained after finitely many steps.
Introduction -motivations
In computer science, termination of programs is a traditional requirement. Logic programming does not escape from this influence and there exist many works about termination of logic programs (see [8] ). Hence, standard semantics of logic programs [4] is only concerned with refutations and then is strongly related to termination (infinite derivations are not taken into account). However, infinite behaviour of programs can be useful to model some situations, as some infinite processes or the computations of infinite objects, and this topic has received an increasing interest in the context of many programming paradigms: -calculus [25] , rewrite systems [10] , logic programming [1, 2, 13, 17, 26, 27, 31] , constraint logic programming [19, 22] , concurrent constraint programming [7, 30, 33, 34, 35] ... . In fact, the theory of programming languages often calls for infinite objects.
In the field of logic programming, infinite derivations are usually considered as useful to model the process of computation of an infinite object. As a typical example, with the program È ÄAE´Ü Ü Ð µ ÄAE´Ë´Üµ Ð µ we can obtain, from the query ÄAE´ Ðµ, the following infinite derivation: of the second argument is obtained ( denotes the most general unifier used during the th transition). The result 'computed at infinity' is the 'limit' of the sequence of approximations and corresponds to the infinite sequence of integers starting from . However, there exist logic programs from which infinite derivations that can be obtained do not compute any infinite object. This kind of program arises naturally when computers are used to model the execution of some processes. For example, the famous dining philosophers problem, introduced by Dijkstra as a model for resource sharing, can be described by a logic program from which every derivation is infinite, does not compute an infinite object, and just describes an infinite sequence of actions done by the philosophers. A more simple and typical example is the program testing connectivity in a directed graph. Since the directed graph considered here (see figure 1 ) is cyclic, there exists an infinite derivation from the query Clearly, this derivation does not compute any infinite object.
The main approaches to assign some meaning to infinite derivations in 'pure' logic programming occurring in the literature [1, 2, 13, 17, 26, 27, 31] concentrate on the aspects related to the semantics of infinite objects and to the models for logic programs which take them into account. In this setting, only infinite derivations 'doing useful computations, in some sense' are considered: these derivations must compute the approximations of at least an infinite object to be 'useful'. This corresponds to the informally intended meaning of infinite derivations. Hence, the relevant notion is the one of 'computation in the limit' of an infinite object (such as streams or lazy lists). The sense of a 'useful' infinite derivation is given by the notion of atom computed at infinity (i.e. an infinite atom such that there exists a finite atom from which there exists an infinite derivation which 'computes at infinity' ). However, these approaches are not satisfactory since most of them are defined by a greatest fixpoint construction which is unfortunately not always effective (i.e. there exist programs whose greatest fixpoint contains infinite elements that cannot be computed at infinity by a derivation). Indeed, the greatest fixpoint semantics gives a non-empty denotation not only to non-terminating programs computing at infinity infinite terms, but also to programs like the program defined in Figure 1 or the program È Ô´Üµ Ô´Üµ (1.2) called 'bad programs' in [31] . In fact, such programs have a non-empty denotation even if they do not allow to compute at infinity an infinite object. For example, with program (1.2), for every (finite or infinite) term Ø, Ô´Øµ is in the greatest fixpoint of the classical one-stepinference operator associated with È and in particular, Ô´ µ is not computable at infinity by an infinite derivation. The construction of the greatest fixpoint does not reflect how the infinite terms are constructed during a derivation. Hence, either such semantics [13, 17, 27] are not complete, since there exist infinite atoms in the denotation of a program which are not computable at infinity, or the completeness is expressed as follows [1, 22] :
is either the root of a finite successful derivation or the root of a fair infinite derivation where is a possibly infinite atom. Nevertheless, in this case, this 'completeness' result is obtained by allowing infinite terms in queries which start SLD-derivations. For example, with program (1.2), such an approach allows to consider the derivation:
This requirement is clearly stated in [34] . However, this does not correspond to the standard operational semantics of logic programs as defined in [4] (in an implicit way, this implies the use of an adequate unification algorithm), and furthermore, this does not capture the notion of atom computed at infinity.
Since, defining a greatest fixpoint semantics for infinite derivations amounts to view at a logic program as a set of co-inductive definitions, in this paper, we investigate this 'logic programs as co-inductive definitions' paradigm at a deeper level. As we will see, the notion of atoms computed at infinity cannot be captured by a greatest fixpoint construction and our approach is the exact opposite. We will focus on infinite derivations which do not compute at infinity any infinite object and for which a complete greatest fixpoint semantics can be obtained. Indeed, it is now well known that standard semantics of logic programs can be expressed by purely proof-theoretic methods [6, 9, 14, 15, 16, 18, 32] . The most immediate way to give such a semantics is to consider clauses as inference rules, rather than logic formulas, and then a logic program as an inference system. From this point of view, the denotation of a program is the set of theorems which can be derived in this system. Within this framework, (co-)inductive definitions are a natural way to define the denotation of logic programs. This will lead us to define a sound and complete semantics for the subclass of infinite derivations over the domain of finite terms (i.e. infinite derivations which do not compute at infinity any infinite term). One may question about the interest of such derivations which are often put aside as meaningless. However, as we said, such derivations are useful to model some infinite processes. Furthermore, it seems that incompleteness of the usual approaches comes from these derivations and this work can provide some illumination on previous work and complements the knowledge we have in this area.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. First, Section 2 introduces the basic definitions and notations. Then Section 3 presents a brief survey of the standard approaches dealing with infinite derivations. Finally, Section 4 presents a sound and complete semantics for the subclass of infinite derivations over the domain of finite terms.
Background and notation
In the following, we assume familiarity with the standard notions of (co-)inductive definitions and logic programming (Herbrand semantics and -semantics) as introduced in [3, 4, 11, 12] .
(Co-)inductive sets can be defined by some rules for generating elements of the set and by adding that an object is to be in the set only if it has been generated by applying these rules. Given a rule set¨(a rule is written , where is the set of premisses, and is the conclusion) a set is said to be¨-closed (resp.¨-dense) if each rule in¨whose premisses are in also has its conclusion in (resp. if for every ¾ there is a set such that´ µ ¾¨). The set inductively (resp. co-inductively) defined by¨, written ÁÒ ´¨µ (resp. ÓÁÒ ´¨µ), contains elements which have been obtained by an ending (resp. a possibly non-ending) method of construction, and is defined by:
ÁÒ ´¨µ
is¨-closed ´resp. ÓÁÒ ´¨µ is¨-dense µ 
As defined in [27] , an SLD-derivation is fair if it is either failed or, for every atom in the derivation, (some further instantiated version of) is selected within a finite number of steps. Given a set of terms, atoms or clauses, we use the following notation:
Furthermore, for the sake of simplicity, we will use the same notation to denote and the quotient set of with respect to the variance equivalence relation. Hence, also denotes the set containing all the variants of terms, atoms or clauses in .
In the framework of -semantics, interpretations are subsets of Ø ¦ ¥ and, for an atom, the notion of -truth coincides with the one of being a member of. In order to avoid the situation where an atom is -true with respect to an interpretation Á which does not contain instances of , interpretations are required to be upward closed (i. 
In fact, a -interpretation Á is a -model of a program È iff Ì È´Á µ Á and the -semantics is sound and complete for SLD-refutations [12] :
Objects computed at infinity
In this section, we review the main approaches dealing with infinite derivations in 'pure' logic programming. Since, all of them are based on the concept of 'infinite atoms being computable at infinity', the universe of the discourse considered in these approaches contains infinite elements. Furthermore, as we said, semantics for non-terminating derivations are generally defined in terms of greatest fixpoint. In this case, a supplementary motivation for requiring infinite elements in the domain of computation comes from the fact that they all try to get the equality Ô´Ì È µ Ì È , where Ì È denotes the classical one-step-inference operator as defined in [4] , which generally does not hold in the Herbrand base containing only finite atoms. Note that programs satisfying this property, called canonical programs, have been studied in [21] and in [29] , model-theoretic techniques have been considered in order to define a domain over which such a property holds. Therefore, the first step of these approaches consists in defining a completion of the Herbrand base. The most used continuous structures are complete metric spaces and complete partial orders which are both characterized by the presence of infinite elements viewed as the limits of infinite sequences of finite objects.
Metric approach
The more immediate approach to the completion of the Herbrand base, due to M.A. Nait Abdallah [1] and used by J.W. Lloyd [27] , is the metric one. The Herbrand base is made a complete metric space by introducing a distance between two terms Ø ½ and Ø ¾ as follows: 
begins an SLD-refutation or a fair infinite derivation iff ¾ Ì È .
However, as we said in the introduction, such an assertion does not correspond to a completeness result since, in (standard) logic programming, queries cannot contain infinite terms.
In [27] , J.W. Lloyd defines the set È of atoms computable at infinity from È as atoms such there exists a finite atom and an infinite fair derivation from with mgu'
The soundness theorem obtained in [27] states È Ô´Ì È µ. However, the metric approach does not lead to a complete semantics: there exist atoms in Ô´Ì È µ which are not computable by an infinite derivation. As we said, if we consider program (1.2), we have Ô´ µ ¾ Ô´Ì È µ but Ô´ µ ¾ È . Another problem to the metric approach comes from the fact that the notion of (metric) limit does not allow one to always distinguish between two sequences converging to the same limit but which are distinct at an operational level (for more details, see [33] ). This problem can be solved by considering complete partial ordered sets (see next paragraph).
Partial ordering approach
Another approach, due to W.G. Golson [13] , is an order-theoretic one and is based on the completion by ideals of atoms. Given a partial ordered set , an ideal Á is a directed (every pair of elements has a least upper bound in Á) and downward closed (if Ü ¾ , Ý ¾ Á and Ü Ý, then Ü ¾ Á) subset of . Since the set of all the ideals ordered by set inclusion is a complete partial order, every chain of ideals has a least upper bound which is again an ideal, representing its limits. In [13] , ideals of Ø ¦ ¥ , called objects, are defined as the
where is a set of finite atoms and ¢ is a directed set of substitutions. Such an object is infinite if the cardinality of ¢ (modulo renaming) is infinite. Interpretations are upward closed sets of ideals with respect to set inclusion (i.e. if « ½ ¾ Á and « ½ « ¾ then « ¾ ¾ Á) and given an interpretation Á, Ñ Ò´Áµ denotes the set
On Greatest Fixpoint Semantics of Logic Programming 327 defined by: Ô´ ´Üµ Ý µ Ô´Ü Ýµ , the infinite derivation starting from Ô´Ü Ýµ computes a minimal object while from Ô´Ü ´Ýµµ, no minimal object is computed.
Others approaches
For the sake of 'completeness' we briefly cite here some others approaches dealing with infinite derivations in 'pure' logic programming. Since greatest fixpoint semantics is sound but not complete, in [17] J. Hein has proposed to characterize those logic programs for which the greatest fixpoint semantics is complete and on the other hand, in order to solve the completeness problem for a program È , he has proposed a completion method to obtain a program É (containing È ) such that every atom in Ô´Ì È µ corresponding to an infinite ground instance of the head of a unit clause in È can be computed at infinity by É. However, also in this work, full correspondence is not achieved. A different approach, based on adding to the program some suitable clauses containing indefinite terms and then applying a least fixpoint construction, has been developed by G. Levi and C. Palamidessi in [31] and revisited in [26] . In an order-theoretic framework (involving algebraic complete partial order), they consider the 'final result' of an infinite derivation as the limit of a sequence of approximations, characterized by a least fixpoint semantics based on a modified version of the programs (some suitable unit clauses are added and used as the starting point of the construction of a sequence of non-empty interpretations). Then, infinite objects in the denotation of a program are characterized by the topological closure of Ð Ô´Ì È ´È µ µ (where ´Èµ is the set of added clauses): each infinite element is the least upper bound of a directed set (of finite elements which are its partial approximations) included in Ð Ô´Ì È ´È µ µ. However, also in this case, the construction proposed has not been able to reach a full correspondence with the operational semantics.
Of course, we focus here on 'pure' logic programming and the notion of 'atom computed at infinity' was an earlier approach to give a semantics to infinite processes expressed as logic programs which has been abandoned. Indeed, there exist now many works on infinite computations within more general frameworks [7, 19, 22, 30, 33, 34, 35] (constraint logic programming or concurrent constraint programming). In particular, in the area of constraint logic programming, some results are closely related to our main results. Nevertheless, in this paper, our aim is to clarify the relationship between (standard) operational semantics and greatest fixpoint semantics of (pure) logic programs from a proof-theoretic point of view.
Infinite derivations over the domain of finite terms

Proof-theoretic reading of logic programming
The technical developments of the next subsections are based on a proof-theoretic reading of logic programming. Hence, in this subsection, we first present a brief discussion about the 'logic programs as (co-)inductive definitions' paradigm. Indeed, an advantage of logic programming is the justification of results in terms of logical implications, often considered as a much more intuitive notion than fixpoints. But as a conceptually equivalent notion, fixpoints play a crucial role in the semantics of logic programming. Indeed, it is a common pratice to think of a logic program as defining a continuous mapping on the lattice of Herbrand interpretations and, by using another terminology, this means that programs are inference systems. In others words, as claimed in [9, 18, 32] , logic programs are (co-)inductive definitions. In this way, a clause ½ ¡ ¡ ¡ Ò can be viewed as a rule used to prove from the proofs of ½ ¡ ¡ ¡ Ò . Hence, this leads to consider a program È as a schematic rule which abbreviates an infinite set of rules. By following this approach, clauses should not be viewed as assertions in first-order logic as in the 'orthodox' reading of logic programming, but as rules generating a set. The fixpoint semantics has long been used as a technical device, however, it corresponds to the 'logic programs as (co-)inductive definitions' paradigm which can be considered as the logic program's intrinsic declarative content.
On least fixpoint semantics of logic programming
Let us see how standard results of -semantics can be expressed in terms of inductive definitions. Indeed, many properties of logic programs are similar to these enjoyed by inductive definitions. In fact, operational semantics and least fixpoint semantics are just two equivalent ways to prove an atom: such proofs are (linear) SLD-refutations with operational semantics while they correspond to proof trees (see Definition 4.2) with fixpoint semantics (in the finite case, the correspondence is obvious). Let us consider now the model-theoretic semantics. Recall that, the model intersection property allows to define the least -model Å È of a program È as the intersection of all -models of È , which are -interpretations Á such that Ì È´Á µ Á where Ì È is the operator defined by (2.3). Now, since Ì È is exactly the operator Ì È obtained from the rule set È , as described by (2.1), and since the inductive set ÁÒ ´ È µ is defined as the intersection of all Ì È -closed sets (i.e. sets such that Ì È ´ µ ), it follows the well-known result Å È ÁÒ ´ È µ Ð Ô´Ì È µ. Furthermore, since the body of each clause contains a finite number of atoms, the rule set È is finitary and therefore Ì È is upward continuous and we obtain the equality (2.4) which only follows from properties of inductive definitions: Å È can be directly expressed by an inductive definition from the rule set È . This 'logic programs as inductive definitions' paradigm has been used both to explain the foundations of logic programming [6, 14] and to extend logic programming languages in order to increase the power of 'pure' declarative programming [15, 16, 32] .
Atoms computed at infinity and greatest fixpoints
Unfortunately, the identification of a logic program with a set of co-inductive definitions is not fruitful when we consider infinite derivations. In fact, in this setting, the denotation of a program È is defined as the set of theorems which are the results of a possibly infinite number of applications of instances of clauses in È (viewed as an inference system). So, when the domain of computations is extended with infinite terms, the denotation of È , defined in terms of greatest fixpoint, corresponds to the co-inductive set ÓÁÒ ´ È µ (where È denotes all the ground possibly infinite instances of clauses in È ). However, as we said, if we assign some meaning to infinite derivations by considering the set È containing all the (ground) infinite atoms that can be computed at infinity, then a greatest fixpoint construction does not lead to a complete semantics. Indeed, whereas for programs, like program (3.1), such an approach is sound and complete since we have È ÓÁÒ ´ È µ (Ô´ µ is both in the greatest fixpoint of the operator Ì È and computable by the infinite derivation (3.2)), for programs, like program (1.2), such an approach is not complete. Clearly, with program (1.2), Ô´ µ is not computable by an infinite derivation but we have Ô´ µ ¾ ÓÁÒ ´ È µ since the clause Ô´ µ Ô´ µ is in È and we can apply it at infinity. Therefore Ô´ µ is È -dense (i.e. Ì È -dense). The incompleteness comes from the fact that clauses of È are expressed over a language richer than the language of clauses of È and the language of queries: by allowing infinite elements in queries and programs, such an approach becomes complete. For example, with program (1.2) we can obtain derivation (1.3) from the query Ô´ µ. Therefore, in the following subsections we investigate infinite derivations over the domain of finite terms. As we will see, there exists a complete greatest fixpoint semantics for these derivations.
Proof trees and fair derivations
Recall that one of the underlying ideas of logic programming is to consider a computation as the extraction of a result from a proof: successful derivations and fair infinite derivations are proofs. First, we define SLD-proofs (for the operational semantics based on SLD-resolution) and the classical notion of proof trees (for the declarative semantics based on fixpoint methods). DEFINITION 4.1 An SLD-proof is either an SLD-refutation or a fair infinite SLD-derivation.
DEFINITION 4.2
Given a rule set¨over , a proof tree of Ü ¾ for¨is a possibly infinite tree Ì such that Ü is the root of Ì , and for every node Þ occurring in Ì with Þ ½ ¡ ¡ ¡ Þ Ò as children, there exists a rule Þ Þ ½ ¡ ¡ ¡ Þ Ò ¾¨(in particular, if Þ is a leaf, there exists a rule Þ ¾¨).
In the following, we say that Ì is a partial proof tree if Ì is a proof tree whose leaves do not necessarily correspond to a (unit) rule. We have the following well-known lemma. As we will see, it is easy to obtain a proof tree from a derivation and the soundness result will be obtained in a direct way. Conversely, in order to prove the completeness of our approach, we will need to be able to 'translate' a proof tree into an SLD-derivation. Proposition 4.5 shows (in a constructive way) how this translation can be done. Its proof requires Lemma 4.4 expressing properties about variables renaming. In fact, it is important to note that it is necessary to take into account the renaming process used in an SLD-derivation, often considered as a 'minor' detail, in more informal presentations. Of course, proofs are getting a bit complicated but this avoids some confusions usually due to the fact that the meaning of 'renaming' is often assumed to be simpler than its formal definition implies (see [24] ). Hence, each result presented here has been proved by considering in a explicit way the renaming process. Most of proofs related to this process are incomplete or omitted here. They can be found in a research report [23] .
Roughly speaking, the proof of Proposition 4.5 consists in showing how to obtain a derivation during a breadth-first traversal of a proof tree. The main difficulty comes from the fact that no properties on the variables renaming are required in the proof tree considered. Hence, in order to be able to obtain a derivation satisfying property (2.2), we have to define a renaming process during the traversal of the proof tree. For example, let us consider the rule set È obtained from the program defined in Figure 1 . The following instances of clauses :
belong to È and we can obtain a proof tree of Ô Ø ´ Þµ for the rule set È (see Figure 2 ).
However, according to (2.2), the variable Þ of the clauses defining the predicate Ô Ø must be renamed at each transition of the derivation starting from Ô Ø ´ Þµ with program È : we can prove (see [23] ) by induction over ß that ß Ö Ò ´Ö ß ¼ µ Ì . Furthermore, it can be proved [23] that this sequence defines an SLD-proof satisfying the desired properties (fairness follows from the breadth-first traversal of Ì ).
In this subsection, proof trees for a rule set¨have been related to SLD-proofs withv iewed as a program. The SLD-proofs obtained are such that the clauses used are not instanciated (they are just renamed).
Infinite derivations over the domain of finite terms
SLD-proofs over the domain of finite terms are SLD-derivations which do not compute at infinity infinite terms (i.e. in which the accumulation of mgus is stable from a certain point on). In a more formal way, they can be defined as follows. DEFINITION 4.6 An SLD-proof over the domain of finite terms is either a refutation or a fair infinite derivation:
Hence, for every query Ê occurring in the derivation, there exists a step after which all the used unifiers do not instanciate Ê . It is important to note that it does not suffice that the condition holds for the initial query Ê ¼ . For example, even if during the derivation with È Õ Ô´Üµ Ô´ ´Üµµ Ô´Üµ , starting from Õ, each mgu used is such that Õ Õ, this derivation computes at infinity the infinite term . A different characterization of SLDproofs over the domain of finite terms can be obtained from the following lemma, used during the proof of Lemma 4.11. PROOF. It can be proved (see [23] ) that there exists a set È ½ ¡ ¡ ¡ È ¡ ¡ ¡ of variants of clauses of È such that:
and such that each È satisfies È where is an idempotent substitution such that ÓÑ´ µ Ú Ö´ È µ. 
Therefore, the restriction of ½ to the variables occurring in Ê ¼ satisfies Ê ¼ Ê .
To terminate, we have to prove that the derivation obtained is a derivation over the domain of finite terms. For this, let us prove that:
We proceed by induction over Ò. For Ò · ½ , we have: 
Infinite derivations which do not compute anything
The derivation obtained by Proposition 4.5, like derivation (4.1), is a special case of derivations which do not compute infinite terms: such a derivation does not compute anything since the mgus used are just renaming substitutions. In a more general way, we will say that a derivation does not compute anything if each mgu used is just an instantiation of the clause used and does not instantiate variables occurring in the derivation. Hence, such derivations can be viewed as rewriting sequences and we will call them restricted SLD-proofs. As claimed in [29] , many results for logic programs have corresponding results for constraint logic programs and, in [20] , results on fixpoint semantics of constraint logic programs are closely related to the results proved in this subsection. This particular class of derivations can be considered within the 'logic programs as (co-)inductive definitions' paradigm obtained with the rule set È . However, there is a more restricted rule set which captures the semantics of this class of derivations and as we will see, we can also give a semantics to non-necessarily fair derivations in this framework. In this subsection, we present the main results obtained for these derivations. Of course, every fair restricted SLD-proof is an SLD-proof over the domain of finite terms.
Finite restricted SLD-proofs
It is possible to give a 'model-theoretic' semantics to finite restricted SLD-proofs by extending the notion of -truth [12] for clauses as follows. Given a -interpretation Á, a clause -Ì È · is monotone and upward continuous. 
there is no restricted SLD-refutation from Ô´Þµ. However, for the class of programs È whose clauses do not contain local variables (i.e. such that Ú Ö´ µ Ú Ö´ · µ), we have È · È (and then Å È Å · È ). As proved in [28] , another important property satisfied by these programs is Ì È Ô´Ì È µ.
Infinite restricted SLD-proofs
For fair infinite restricted SLD-proofs, we can prove results similar to those of SLD-proofs over the domain of finite terms. Soundness and completeness properties are easily obtained. But, as we will see at the end of this subsection, we can also prove a supplementary result concerning unfair infinite derivations which do not compute anything. Let us first prove the soundness result which is proved in a different way than proof of Proposition 4.8. The completeness theorem for infinite restricted SLD-proofs is proved by using the following technical lemma. By iterating this process, we obtain a partial proof tree Ì ½ whose leaves are either the head of a unit clause in È · or an atom in Ê ½ , which is, by hypothesis, in ÓÁÒ ´ È · µ and correspond, by Lemma 4.3, to the root of a proof tree for È · . Therefore, by adding in Ì ½ these proof trees at the corresponding leaf, we obtain a proof tree of ¼ for È · (see Figure 4 ). This proposition is not a special case of Proposition 4.17, it just gives another way to interpret a subclass of infinite derivations. For example, if we consider the derivation we can obtain with program (1.2) from the query Ô´Üµ, then by Proposition 4.17 we have Ô´Üµ ¾ ÓÁÒ ´ È · µ while by Proposition 4.18, we just have Ô´Üµ ¾ ÓÁÒ ´ È · µ µ Ô´Üµ ¾ ÓÁÒ ´ È · µ since for this derivation we have Ê ½ Ô´Üµ. · -semantics works well to give a semantics to programs whose clauses do not contain local variables (i.e. Ú Ö´ µ Ú Ö´ · µ). However, derivations, like derivation (4.3), are not considered in this approach.
Conclusion -future work
Our work focuses on programs that do not compute infinite objects in order to avoid previous incompleteness results due to problems in 'computing an infinite object in the limit'. Indeed, the greatest fixpoint approach cannot always be constructed as a simple limit in the way that the least fixpoint can and we have seen that the 'logic programs as co-inductive definitions' paradigm is not equivalent to the operational notion of atoms computed at infinity. We believe the root of the difficulty lies with this notion of computation at infinity which is not captured by a greatest fixpoint construction (there are atoms which are not computable at infinity and yet belong to the greatest fixpoint). We think that the operational notion of 'computability at infinity' (associated with infinite derivations computing infinite terms) could be better captured by a least fixpoint characterisation as done in [26, 31] . Since the relationship between infinite derivations and the greatest fixpoint construction is not quite satisfactory, and sometimes unclear, we have tried to explain in a proof-theoretic framework why most attempts to give a complete semantics to derivations computing infinite terms have not been successful by representing clauses as rules of an inference system. Therefore, instead of trying to capture the notion of atoms that can be computed at infinity, we have considered atoms that can be 'proved at infinity'. However, since (programs and) queries are written in finite terms, we claim that a greatest fixpoint semantics is not suitable for capturing the notion of computation at infinity. For these reasons, a semantics for the class of infinite derivations which do not compute infinite terms has been defined and proved sound and complete by using purely proof-theoretic methods. Infinite derivations over the domain of finite terms correspond to the operational counterpart of the greatest fixpoint of the one-step-inference operator for -semantics: an atom is the starting point of an infinite derivation over the domain of finite terms if and only if it is in the greatest fixpoint of the transformation Ì È . Of course, one may question the relevance of this work. After all, an infinite process which does not compute an infinite object can always be transformed in a process computing an infinite object: the trace of its execution. However, in the context of logic programming such a trace is nothing else than the derivation and our approach has tried to convey that the derivation (viewed as a proof) is what is important here.
Of course, a satisfactory semantics for all infinite derivations from a logic program has not yet been found. However, even if the results proved in this paper may seem unsurprising 3 , they allow us to gain a better understanding of the problem. In fact, current approaches in this area only give meaning to infinite derivations that compute at least an infinite term and ignore derivations over the domain of finite terms. Now, we would like to focus on infinite derivations which do not compute anything in order to look at an infinite derivation as an infinite rewriting sequence and in order to give an interpretation in the context of logic programming of the results existing in (infinite) rewriting theory.
